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WEEK DAY HOMEWORK 

1 1 Read “Christmas Abroad” very carefully and practice the word 
meanings and make sentences.  
Enjoy the video and learn more facts about Christmas around the 
world.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2YrzmGa5GI  

2 Write the question answers from “Christmas Abroad” in your own 
words. 
Hints: Answer 1: “on the 5th of December…….Black Pete” (pg- 75,76) 
Answer 2: “the children plays…..they visits” (pg- 76) 
Answer 3: “In this corner……was born” (pg- 77)  

3 Read “Across The Atlantic By Air” very carefully. 
Watch a video of Amy Johnson discussion “Her Tour Plans” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3AUJATr6LE  
Enjoy the movie clip of “Duel Control” (1932) based on Miss Amy 
Jonson’s adventure. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Rybhwg2oNQ&t=94s  
Understand and learn the word meanings given below: 

variable: changeable defiance: resistance vulture: a large bird of 
prey 

perpetual: everlasting simplicity: clarity reveals: disclose 
 

4 Make sentence with words provided at the beginning of the prose, 
“Across The Atlantic By Air” 

2 1 Write the question answer from “Across The Atlantic By Air” in your 
own words. 
Hint: Answere1 : “Above us shines…..beginning of the flight” (pg-78) 
Answer 2: “ we have been flying for many hours” (pg-79) 

2 Read “A famous Inventor -1” very carefully. 
Enjoy the amazing video on Tomas Alva Edison from the link below: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWWgDn0C6DA  
Understand and learn the word meanings given below: 

inventor: creator operator: mechanic experiment: examination 

telegraph: a system of 
transmitting messages from a 
distance along a wire 

science: a systematically organized 
body of knowledge on a particular 
subject 

 

3 Make sentence with the words provided in the beginning of the prose 
“A famous Inventor -1” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2YrzmGa5GI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3AUJATr6LE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Rybhwg2oNQ&t=94s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWWgDn0C6DA
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4 Write the question answer from “A famous Inventor -1” in your own 
words. 
Hints: Answer 1: “Even as a very little……… very interested” (pg-85) 
Answer 2: Read the whole story again carefully for the clear hint.  

3 1 Learn the poem “THE GREENWOOD TREE” 12 lines. 
Enjoy the song “The Greenwood Tree” from the play “As You Like IT” 
by William Shakespeare. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCH4ZLewZ-0  

2 Read “A Famous Inventor-2” very carefully. 
Watch another documentary based on Thomas Alva Edison. Enjoy! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjE2a1xd0N4  
Understand and learn the word meanings given below. 

instrument: tool invisible: not visible 

recorded: to have something in 
writing or some other form of 
permanent reference 

coster: short for costermonger. 
Costermonger means a person 
who sells goods, specially fruits 
and vegetables.  

 

3 Make sentences with the words given at the beginning of the prose “A 
Famous Invention 2” 

4 Write the question answer from “A Famous Invention -2” from your 
own understanding of the prose. 

    4 1 Read “Captain Carleton’s Adventure” very carefully. 
Enjoy the famous song based on the battle of Cromdale from the link 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6v1oD_pF-k  
Understand and learn the word meanings given below: 

grenade: a small bomb  confusion: uncertainty 

quarter: divide into four equal or 
corresponding parts 

tidings: information 

 

2  Make sentences with the words given at the beginning of the prose, 
“Captain Carlton’s Adventure” 

3  Read “A Visit To A Film Studio” very carefully. 
Enjoy a Warner Bros studio tour from the following link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beJ--1zwHCY  
Understand and learn the word meanings given below: 

studio: a room where 
an artist, 
photographer, 
sculptor, etc. works. 

gauze: a thin 
transparent fabric of 
silk, linen, or cotton. 

electrician: person 
who installs and 
maintains electrical 
equipment. 

arrangement: a plan 
or preparation for a 
future event 

assistant: evaluation microphone: an 
instrument for 
converting sound 
waves into electrical 
energy variations 
which may then be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCH4ZLewZ-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjE2a1xd0N4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6v1oD_pF-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beJ--1zwHCY
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amplified, 
transmitted, or 
recorded. 

 

4 Make sentences with the words given at the beginning of the prose,  
“A Visit To A Film Studio -1” 

**** PLEASE READ ALL THE STORIES VERY CAREFULLY FOR UNSEEN SHORT QUESTIONS. 

 

 

 

 

 


